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Abstract-The calculation of the Hankel singular values for a class of distributed systems is reduced 
to the calculation of the eigenvalues of a Fredhohn operator. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The Hankel operator for a linear system of the form 
(S) i=Ax+Bu, y=cx 
is the operator which associates the input acting on (-oo,O) to the output on (0, +oo) pro- 
vided that the operator A generates an exponentially stable semigroup E(t) of class C’s and 
lim x(t; u) = 0. Here, x(., U) is the solution which corresponds to the input u. We do not need 
t-+-co 
to specify any “initial value” since the previous condition at --00 uniquely identifies: 
J 
0 
y = l-21 y(t) = CE(t - s) Bu(s) ds. 
-co 
The Hankel operator is a linear and bounded operator from L2(-co, 0; V) to L2(0, +oo;Y) 
where U, Y are, respectively, the spaces of the values of the control u(e) and of the output y(a). 
We assume that the spaces U, Y as well as the state space X are Hilbert spaces. 
A more common, but equivalent, representation for the Hankel operator is the following one 
(compare [l]): r: L2(0 + oo) --+ L2(0 + oo) 
(rh) (t> = J’” CE(t + s) Bu(s) ds. (1) 
0 
Hankel operators were used in the field of systems theory by Kalman (compare [2,3]) and they 
turned out to be important objects for example in H@‘- control theory, robustness and model 
reduction (see [4] for further comments and references). In this paper, we show a procedure 
for the calculation of the singular values, which, in concrete cases, reduces the problem to the 
computation of the eigenvalues of a Fredholm equation. This is important since asymptotic 
estimates on the eigenvalues are known, in terms of the regularity of the kernel of the F’redholm 
equation. We recall that in [5,6] we used this same method in order to study systems with 
distributed input delays. Now we examine the case of systems described by partial differential 
equations. 
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We recall that the singular values of I are the square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of PI” 
and are identified by the relations: 
rv=uw r*w = df. 
The pair of the vectors (W,V) is called a Smith pair of u. 
REMARK 1. Exponential stability of the semigroup implies that the resolvent (%I- A-‘) is well 
defined on ‘8% 2 0 and that its limit is zero for z = iw, w -+ +oo. As the operators B C are 
bounded, this implies that the Hankel operator is compact [l] so that the operator I’ is identified 
by its singular values and Smith pairs. 
2. LYAPUNOV EQUATIONS AND SINGULAR VALUES 
We note (from Equation (1)) that I = CB with B: L2(0, +cq V) + X, C: X + L2(0, +oo;Y), 
I 
+oO 
Bu = E(s) Bu(s) ds (Cx) (t) = C&T(t) x 
0
so that I’*I’ = B’C” CB and cr # 0 is a singular value if and only if there exists X # 0 such that 
W = C*CBX/a, V = BX satisfy 
PW=uV QV=uW (2) 
and conversely (compare [7]). Here P = BB’, Q = C’C. Hence, we can identify the singular 
values from the equations in (2) and we shall show that these equations easily lead to a F’redholm 
integral equation. 
In some cases, the operators P, Q can be calculated directly by their definitions; it is often 
more convenient to characterize them as the unique solutions to the Lyapunov equations 
APx + PA*x = -BB*x, Vx E domA*, (3) 
A*Qx + QAx = -C*Cx, Vr E domA. (4) 
The previous results holds in general and they were used in [5,6] in order to study the singular 
values of a system with distributed input delays. In the next section, we consider the case of a 
system described by a parabolic equation. 
3. AN EXAMPLE: A SYSTEM DESCRIBED BY A PARABOLIC EQUATION 
We consider now a uniformly elliptic operator ,C: 
Lu= 2 i,j=l & IQi,j(E) “Ej + ‘i(O ‘(C)l + h(C) ‘(0, 
where .$ E R a bounded region of BB” which lies locally on one side of its boundary, and n-l variety. 
Let < be the n-vector, col(&) and xci = $- x. We recall that the operator C is uniformly elliptic 
when si,j = oj,i and there exist positive numbers m, M such that rnltl 5 Ci,j ai,j(<)&cj 5 M[<I 
for each < E 0. We consider L as an unbounded operator: C : L2(Sl) + L2(Sl). The restriction 
of l to H,1 rl H2 is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup on L2(f2). We assume 
that this semigroup is exponentially stable and we consider system (S) with U = R, Y = R so 
that (BUM) = B(t) u and C(<(.)) = Jn C(t) x(c) de. The operator A is the restriction of L to 
= H,’ fl H2. In many applications, B(t) = C(e) ( co oca e sensors and actuators). 1 t d 
We want to apply the arguments in the previous section to the singular values of the present 
system. We must construct the operators P, Q first. The two Lyapunov equations (3), (4) take 
the same form since the operator A is selfadjoint (and they coincide in the case of colocated 
sensors and actuators). We consider the equation for P : domA* = domA + domA. The 
operator P must have a continuous extension to L2(n) and this suggests that we try to represent 
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(I’S(.)) (0 = sn I’((, s) t(s) ds. Replacing this expression in Equation (3) and using formally a 
Green theorem we see that if we can find a solution P(., .) to the following equation then this 
identifies the operator P: 
A$=(& s) + MY<, s) = -B(t) B*(s) G,s) E i-l x fi, PC*, *)le(“x”) = 0. (5) 
Here AcP(<,s) denotes the image under the operator A of the function < + P(t,s) for each s 
(analogous definition for Ad). 
We note that problem (5) is solvable since the operator A : dP([, s) = AcP(<, s) + A,P(t, s) 
is uniformly elliptic (provided that a(Q x a) is regular enough, R x fl locally on one side of its 
boundary). Moreover, for many regions Q a Green function is known [8] 
. 
PC<, s) = J,,, G([, s; 8, r) B(B) B*(T) d6’dT 
In this case, 
(6) 
and, analogously, 
Q(t,s)= /,,, G(t, s; 0, T) C*(e) C(r) d0dT. (7) 
In this case, substitution of these expression into the equations (2) imply that the number u # 0 
is a singular value if and only if there exists a nonzero function X(s) such that: 
u2v(r) = J, u [Lx, G((, s; 8,~) B(B) B(T) de d7 1 
X G(s, r; B’, 7’) C(6”) C(T’) de’ dr’ ds 1 1 V(r) dr (8) 
i.e., the number u2 is a nonzero eigenvalue of a Fredholm operator. 
Let us examine now a special example. Let R = (0,l) and L = I$$ - r2. With U = Y = R, 
this corresponds to the system 
a 
at” = &(t) 6) - 7r2z(t, s) + B(s) u(t) u(t,0) = u(t, 1) = 0 
y(t) = 1’ C(s) +(t, s) ds. 
(9) 
It is easily seen that the holomorphic semigroup generated by this equation is exponentially stable, 
since the spectrum of its generator A is contained in 3% = --7r2. Hence, the results illustrated 
above can be used. Let us choose B(s) = C(s) = 2 sin xs (colocated sensors and actuators. Note 
that B(e) is an eigenfunction of A). Then, P(.) = Q(.) are given by the Lyapunov equation 
Pee + Pee - 2?r2P = -4 sin 7rt sin ne 
and P(<,S) = 0 when < and/or 0 are zero or one. It is easily seen that P(t, 8) = Q(<,e) = 
sin 7r< sin ne. 
Equation (2) becomes in this case: 
ff2w(<> = sin n< J l( * sin 7~) w(7) dr a2 = 62 0 Jd sin’ ne d6 ’ (10) 
Hence, w(t) = y sin ?r<. Substitution of this in Equation (10) shows that there exists only one 
singular value u = st sin2 v dr = l/2. We note that we have only one singular value since 
B(s) = C(s) are equal to an eigenvector of the operator A so that the system we are considering 
admits also a one-dimensional realization (of course the Hankel operator does depend on the 
system but not on the special realization we are considering). In the case of more general B(e), 
C(a), we can proceed analogously, for example on the basis of the Green functions listed in [S]. 
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